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Dedicated to Pe´ter T. Nagy on the occasion of his 60th birthday, in friendship.
Abstract
We construct loops which are semidirect products of groups of
affinities. As their elements in many cases one may take transversal
subspaces of an affine space. In particular we obtain in this manner
smooth loops having Lie groups of affine real transformations as the
groups generated by left translations, whereas the groups generated
by right translations are smooth groups of infinite dimension. We also
determine the Akivis algebras of these loops.
0. Introduction
In [2], [3] and [11] constructions of proper loops are discussed which are semidi-
rect products of groups. Whereas in [2] there are few constructions of such loops
related to Example 3 in [4], p. 128, in [3] a general theory for loops which are
semidirect products of groups is developed. In [11] examples of proper analytic
Bol loops are presented which are
”
twisted semidirect products“ of two Lie groups.
In our paper we show that a wide class of proper loops L can be represented
within the group of affinities of an affine space A of dimension 2n over a com-
mutative field K. They are semidirect products of groups of translations of A
by suitable subgroups Γ′0 of GL(2n,K). For many of them we may take as ele-
ments affine n-dimensional transversal subspaces of A. This representation of the
loops L depends in an essential manner on the existence of a regular orbit in the
hyperplane at infinity of A for the group Γ′0.
To realize our examples it is important to know the eigenvalues for certain
products of matrices in GL(n,K). Since there is no unique procedure for the cal-
culation of the eigenvalues of the product AB from the eigenvalues of the matrices
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A and B we have devoted Section 3 to this problem and give answers in special
cases.
If the field K is a topological field then we obtain topological loops, for real
or complex numbers the constructed loops are analytic. For smooth proper loops
obtained in this paper the group topologically generated by the left translations is
a Lie group. The difference between the multiplication for semidirect products in
our paper and the multiplication for
”
twisted semidirect products“ in [11] seems to
be negligible. But the groups topologically generated by all translations of analytic
loops treated in [11] are Lie groups, whereas the analytic loops considered here have
smooth transformation groups of infinite dimension as the groups generated by all
translations. Moreover, we prove that already the groups topologically generated
by the right translations of these loops are smooth groups having a normal abelian
subgroup of infinite dimension.
The Akivis algebras of smooth loops contructed in this paper are semidirect
products of Lie algebras. Moreover, there are non-connected proper smooth loops
having Lie algebras as their Akivis algebras.
1. Some basic notions of loop theory
A set L with a binary operation (x, y) 7→ x · y is called a loop if there exists an
element e ∈ L such that x = e · x = x · e holds for all x ∈ L and the equations
a · y = b and x · a = b have precisely one solution which we denote by y = a\b and
x = b/a. The left translation λa : y 7→ a ·y : L→ L as well as the right translation
̺a : y 7→ y · a : L→ L is a bijection of L for any a ∈ L.
A loop (L, ·) is a semidirect product of H by K if H and K are subloops of (L, ·)
such that: (i) H is a normal subloop of (L, ·), (ii) L = HK, (iii) H ∩ K = {e},
where e is the identity of (L, ·) (cf. [3], p. 81).
Let L be a topological space, respectively a C∞-differentiable manifold. Then
(L, ·) is a topological, respectively a differentiable loop if the maps (x, y) 7→ x · y,
(x, y) 7→ x\y, (x, y) 7→ y/x : L2 → L are continuous, respectively differentiable.
To any differentiable loop L we may associate an Akivis algebra which is re-
alized in the tangent space of L at the identity e ∈ L and which plays a similar
role as the Lie algebra in the case of a Lie group (cf. [1], [7]). An Akivis al-
gebra (A, [., .], 〈., ., .〉) is a real vector space with a bilinear skew-symmetric map
(x, y) 7→ [x, y] : A × A → A (called the commutator map) and a trilinear map
(x, y, z) 7→ 〈x, y, z〉 : A × A × A → A (called the associator map) such that the
following identity (called the Akivis identity) holds:[
[x, y], z
]
+
[
[z, x], y
]
+
[
[y, z], x
]
=
〈x, y, z〉 + 〈y, z, x〉 + 〈z, x, y〉 − 〈z, y, x〉 − 〈x, z, y〉 − 〈y, x, z〉
for all x, y, z ∈ A.
Let (A1, [., .], 〈., ., .〉) and (A2, [., .], 〈., ., .〉) be Akivis algebras. A homomorphism
α : A1 → A2 is a linear map such that [x, y]α = [xα, yα] and 〈x, y, z〉α = 〈xα, yα, zα〉
for all x, y, z ∈ A1 holds.
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The Akivis algebra A is a semidirect product A = N ⋊M of a Lie algebra N
by a Lie algebra M if there exist in A Lie subalgebras N and M together with an
endomorphism α : A→M such that N is the kernel of α and the vector space A
is the direct sum A = N ⊕M .
Let G be the group generated by the left translations of L and let H be the
stabilizer of e ∈ L in the group G. The left translations of L form a subset of G
acting on the cosets xH, x ∈ G, such that for any given cosets aH and bH there
exists precisely one left translation λz with λzaH = bH.
Conversely, let G be a group, let H be a subgroup of G and let σ : G/H → G
be a section with σ(H) = 1 ∈ G such that the subset σ(G/H) generates G and
acts sharply transitively on the factor space G/H = {xH;x ∈ G} (cf. [9], p.
18). We call such a section sharply transitive. Then the multiplication defined by
xH ∗ yH = σ(xH)yH on G/H or by x ∗ y = σ(xyH) on σ(G/H) yields a loop
L(σ). If N is the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H then the factor
group G/N is isomorphic to the group generated by the left translations of L(σ).
The loop L is a group if and only if the set {λx; x ∈ L} of left translations is
a group. A loop L has the left inverse, respectively the right inverse property if
the identity x−1(xy) = y, respectively (yx)x−1 = y holds for all x, y ∈ L.
2. A general construction
Let Γ0 be a subgroup of the general linear group GL(n,K) which is different from
the identity I and acts on the n-dimensional vector space Kn of column vectors,
where K is a commutative field. Let Γ be the group of matrices
g(u, v,M) =
 1 0 0u M 0
v 0 M δ
 , u, v ∈ Kn, M ∈ Γ0,
where δ : Γ0 → Γ0 is an endomorphism.
Theorem 1. Let Ξ = TBΓ
′
0 be the complex product of the groups
TB = {g(u,Bu, I); u ∈ Kn} with B ∈ GL(n,K) and Γ′0 = {g(0, 0,M); M ∈ Γ0}.
If no element of the set {M−1B−1M δA; M ∈ Γ0} has eigenvalue 1 then for
the subgroup H = {g(u,Au, I); u ∈ Kn} ∈ Γ with A ∈ GL(n,K) the mapping
σ : Γ/H → Γ defined by
g(0, v,M)H 7→ g(M(BM −M δA)−1v,BM(BM −M δA)−1v,M)
is a sharply transitive section with image Ξ.
The loop LΞ corresponding to σ is isomorphic to the semidirect product K
n
⋊Γ0
of the normal subgroup Kn by the group Γ0 under the multiplication defined by
(u1,M1) ∗ (u2,M2) = (u1 + uψ2 ,M1M2)
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for all ui ∈ Kn, Mi ∈ Γ0, where ψ is the invertible linear map
(I) x 7→ [B − (M1M2)δA(M1M2)−1]−1[M δ1 (B −M δ2AM−12 )]x.
The loop LΞ is a group if and only if the following property
(II) {M−1B−1M δ; M ∈ Γ0} = {B−1}
holds. This is equivalent to the condition that TB is a normal subgroup of Γ.
Let ∆′ be the semidirect product of the group T ′B, which is the minimal nor-
mal subgroup of Γ containing TB, by the group Γ
′
0. If in Γ0 there is an ele-
ment M0 such that the matrix M
−1
0 B
−1M δ0B has no eigenvalue 1 then one has
T ′B = {g(u, v, I); u, v ∈ Kn} and ∆′ = Γ.
Let Θ be the maximal normal subgroup of Γ contained in H. Then Θ consists
of matrices g(v,Av, I), v ∈ V , where V is the maximal subspace of Kn for which
M δv = (AMA−1)v for all v ∈ V and M ∈ Γ0 holds. The group ∆ generated by
the set Ξ of left translations is the factor group ∆′/(Θ ∩∆′). The stabilizer of the
identity of LΞ is the group H/(Θ ∩∆′).
No loop LΞ satisfies the left inverse as well as the right inverse property.
If K is a topological field then any loop LΞ is a topological loop. For real or
complex numbers any loop LΞ is analytic.
Proof. Any matrix g(x, y,M) has a unique decomposition
g(x, y,M) = g(0, y −M δAM−1x,M)g(M−1x,AM−1x, I).
Therefore the set {g(0, v,M); v ∈ Kn,M ∈ Γ0} forms a system of representatives
of the left cosets of H in Γ. A mapping σ : Γ/H → Ξ is a sharply transitive section
if and only if for given g(0, v1,M1) and g(0, v2,M2) there is precisely one matrix
g(u,Bu,M) in σ(Γ/H) and one matrix g(z,Az, I) in H such that
(1) g(u,Bu,M)g(0, v1 ,M1) = g(0, v2,M2)g(z,Az, I)
holds. SinceM−12 B
−1M δ2A has no eigenvalue 1 the matrix BM2(I−M−12 B−1M δ2A)
= BM2 −M δ2A is invertible and the unique solution of (1) is given by
M =M2M
−1
1 , z = (BM2 −M δ2A)−1(v2 −M δ2M−δ1 v1),
u =M2(BM2 −M δ2A)−1(v2 −M δ2M−δ1 v1).
The set Ξ = TBΓ
′
0 is the set of the left translations of the loop LΞ defined by the
sharply transitive section σ.
For the elements g(ui, Bui,Mi) ∈ σ(G/H), i = 1, 2, one has
g(u1, Bu1,M1)g(u2, Bu2,M2) ∈ g(z,Bz,M ′)H
with a unique z ∈ Kn and a unique M ′ ∈ Γ0. This yields M ′ =M1M2 and
[M δ1 (B −M δ2AM−12 )]u2 = [B − (M1M2)δA(M1M2)−1](z − u1).
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The matrix B − (M1M2)δA(M1M2)−1 is invertible since
B − (M1M2)δA(M1M2)−1 = B[(M1M2 −B−1(M1M2)δA)(M1M2)−1] =
B[(M1M2(I − (M1M2)−1B−1(M1M2)δA))(M1M2)−1]
and (M1M2)
−1B−1(M1M2)δA has no eigenvalue 1. It follows
(2) z = u1 + [B − (M1M2)δA(M1M2)−1]−1[M δ1 (B −M δ2AM−12 )]u2.
Hence (cf. [9], p. 18) the loop LΞ is isomorphic to the loop defined on Ξ by the
multiplication
g(u1, Bu1,M1) ◦ g(u2, Bu2,M2) = g(z,Bz,M1M2),
where z is given in (2). Moreover, LΞ is isomorphic to the loop L˜Ξ defined on
K
nΓ0 by (u1,M1) ∗ (u2,M2) = (u1 + uψ2 ,M1M2), where ψ is a linear map given in
(I). Since (Kn, I) is a normal subgroup of L˜Ξ the loop L˜Ξ is a semidirect product
of the group Kn by the group Γ0.
The loop LΞ is a group if and only if the set Ξ is a group. This is equivalent
to the fact that TBΓ
′
0 = Γ
′
0TB or that for given g(u,Bu, I) and g(0, 0,M) there
are elements g(u′, Bu′, I) and g(0, 0,M ′) such that
g(u,Bu, I)g(0, 0,M) = g(0, 0,M ′)g(u′, Bu′, I).
This is the case if and only if M = M ′ and B =M δBM−1 which is equivalent to
{M−1B−1M δ; M ∈ Γ0} = {B−1} or to the normality of TB in Γ.
If the set Ξ is not a group then Ξ = TBΓ
′
0 6= Γ′0TB and the loop LΞ does not
satisfy the left inverse property since there is an element ξ ∈ Ξ such that ξ−1 is
not contained in Ξ.
If the loop LΞ satisfies the right inverse property then using
(u,M) ∗ (−(B −M−δAM)−1M−δ(B −A)u,M−1) = (0, I)
we have
(u,X) = [(u,X) ∗ (u′,M)] ∗ (−(B −M−δAM)−1M−δ(B −A)u′,M−1) = (u+
[(B−(MX)δA(MX)−1)−1Xδ(B−M δAM−1)−(B−XδAX−1)−1Xδ(B−A)]u′,X)
for all u, u′ ∈ Kn and M,X ∈ Γ0. For X =M−1 this yields
(3) (B −A)−1M−δ(B −M δAM−1) = (B −M−δAM)−1M−δ(B −A)
and for X =M we obtain
(4) (B −M2δAM−2)−1M δ(B −M δAM−1) = (B −M δAM−1)−1M δ(B −A)
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for all M ∈ Γ0. Taking the inverses of both sides of (3) we get
(5) (B −M δAM−1)−1M δ(B −A) = (B −A)−1M δ(B −M−δAM).
Since the left side of (5) is equal to the right side of (4) we have for a proper loop
LΞ the contradiction (B −A) = (B −M2δAM−2) for all M ∈ Γ0.
Let T ′B be the minimal normal subgroup of Γ containing TB and let ∆
′ be the
semidirect product T ′B ⋊ Γ
′
0. If g(u0, Bu0, I) is an element of
TB ∩ {g(M0u,M δ0Bu, I); u ∈ Kn} = TB ∩ g(0, 0,M0)TBg(0, 0,M0)−1
then one has u0 = M0u and Bu0 = M
δ
0Bu or BM0u = M
δ
0Bu. But in this case
the matrix M−10 B
−1M δ0B would have an eigenvalue 1. This contradiction yields
that
T ′B = {g(u, v, I); u, v ∈ Kn} = TB × [g(0, 0,M0)TBg(0, 0,M0)−1]
and one has ∆′ = Γ.
The maximal normal subgroup Θ of Γ contained in H consists of the matrices
g(v,Av, I), where v is an element of a subspace V such that for all v ∈ V and
M ∈ Γ0 one has
g(0, 0,M)g(v,Av, I)g(0, 0,M−1) = g(Mv,M δAv, I) = g(v′, Av′, I).
This is equivalent to v′ =Mv andM δAv = AMv for allM ∈ Γ0 and v ∈ V . Hence
for the restrictions ofM δA and AM to V we haveM δA|V = AM |V or equivalently
M δ|V = AMA−1|V . According to Prop. 1.13 in [9] the group generated by the
left translations of the loop LΞ is the group ∆ = ∆
′/(Θ∩∆′) and the stabilizer of
the identity e ∈ LΞ is the group H/(Θ ∩∆′).
If K is a topological field, respectively the field of real or complex numbers then
Γ is a topological group, respectively a Lie group, and the section σ is continuous,
respectively analytic. Then the multiplication of LΞ as well as the left divison
(a, b) 7→ a\b : LΞ × LΞ → LΞ are continuous, respectively analytic. Looking at
the solution of the equation (1) we see that also the right divison (a, b) 7→ a/b :
LΞ × LΞ → LΞ is continuous, respectively analytic.
The group Γ may be regarded as a subgroup of the group of affinities of the 2n-
dimensional affine space A2n acting on the set {(1, x, y); x, y ∈ Kn} by
g(u, v,M)(1, x, y) = (1, u +Mx, v +M δy).
Then Γ′0 = {g(0, 0,M); M ∈ Γ0} is the stabilizer of the point (1, 0, 0) ∈ A2n
in Γ and {g(u, v, I); u, v ∈ Kn} is the translation group of A2n. The (2n − 1)-
dimensional projective space
E = {K∗(0, x, y); x, y ∈ Kn, (x, y) 6= (0, 0),K∗ = K\{0}}
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is the hyperplane at infinity of the affine space A2n. The group Γ acts on E by
g(u, v,M)(0, x, y) = (0, u+Mx, v +M δy).
The group Γ′0 leaves the subspace Q1 = {(1, x, 0); x ∈ Kn} as well as the
subspace Q2 = {(1, 0, x); x ∈ Kn} invariant. We call a subspace QC of the form
{(1, x, Cx); x ∈ Kn} with C ∈ GL(n,K) an n-dimensional transversal subspace
with respect to Γ′0. Any transversal subspace QC intersects Q1 and Q2 only in the
point (1, 0, 0). The projective subspace Q∗C = {K∗(0, x, Cx); x ∈ Kn} of E may
be seen as the trace of QC in E.
In the next Lemma we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
regular orbits for the group Γ′0 in the set T of n-dimensional transversal subspaces
of A2n. These conditions are needed for a geometric representation of loops LΞ
within the affine space A2n.
Lemma 2. The group Γ′0 has in the set T of n-dimensional affine transversal
subspaces of A2n a regular orbit O = {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ′0} if and only if one of the
following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
(i) There exists an inner automorphism α of GL(n,K) given by X 7→ AXA−1 with
A ∈ GL(n,K) such that M δM−α 6= I for all M ∈ Γ0\{I}.
(ii) There exists an orbit Ô = {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ} such that the stabilizer of QA in Γ
is the group H = {g(u,Au, I); u ∈ Kn}.
Proof. Let QA = {(1, x,Ax); x ∈ Kn} be an n-dimensional transversal subspace
of A2n. The orbit O containing QA under Γ′0 consists of all subspaces
{(1,Mx,M δAx); x ∈ Kn} = {(1, x,M δAM−1x); x ∈ Kn},
whereM varies over the elements of Γ0. The orbit O is a regular orbit of Γ′0 if and
only if A 6= M δAM−1 or I 6= M δM−α for all M ∈ Γ0\{I}, where α is the map
X 7→ AXA−1 : GL(n,K)→ GL(n,K).
The stabilizer ΓQA of QA in Γ is the group H = {g(u,Au, I); u ∈ Kn} if and
only if the relation g(u, v,M)(1, x,Ax) = (1, y, Ay) for all x ∈ Kn and suitable
y ∈ Kn holds. Since g(u, v,M)(1, x,Ax) = (1, u + Mx, v + M δAx) we obtain
for x = 0 that v = Au. Hence H ≤ ΓQA . Moreover, one has M δAx = AMx
for all x ∈ Kn. Therefore H is the stabilizer of QA in Γ if and only if for each
I 6=M ∈ Γ0 there is an 0 6= x0 ∈ Kn such thatM δAx0 6= AMx0. This is equivalent
to M δAM−1 6= A which is the condition (i). It follows that the conditions (i) and
(ii) are equivalent for the existence of a regular orbit of Γ′0 in the set T .
Using the geometric interpretation for Γ we prove that the loops LΞ have realiza-
tions on the orbit Ô if the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied (cf. [6], Theorem
1, p. 153).
Theorem 3. Let LΞ be the loop determined by the matrices A,B ∈ GL(n,K), the
group Γ0 and the endomorphism δ : Γ0 → Γ0. Let H = {g(u,Au, I); u ∈ Kn} be
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the stabilizer of QA in Γ. Then LΞ is isomorphic to a loop L′Ξ the elements of
which are elements of the orbit Ô = {ψ(QA); ψ ∈ Ξ} = {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ}. The
loop L′Ξ has QA as the identity and the multiplication of L′Ξ is defined by
X ◦ Y = τQA,X(Y ) for all X,Y ∈ Ô,
where τQA,X is the unique element of Ξ mapping QA onto X.
The group Γ′0 acts sharply transitively on the traces of elements of O in the
hyperplane E at infinity, and the subspace {(1, x,Bx); x ∈ Kn} intersects any
subspace in O in precisely one point.
Proof. Since the subgroup H is the stabilizer of QA in Γ and the set Ξ acts
sharply transitively on the cosets g(0, v,M)H the loop LΞ is isomorphic to the
loop L′Ξ defined on Ô, with QA as identity and with the multiplication defined in
the assertion.
According to Lemma 2 the group Γ′0 acts sharply transitively on the orbit
O = {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ′0} and hence also sharply transitively on the set of traces of
elements of O in the hyperplane E.
The subspace {(1, x,Bx); x ∈ Kn} intersects any element of O only in the
point (1, 0, 0) if and only if (1, x,Bx) 6= (1, x,M δAM−1x) for all M ∈ Γ0\{I}
and x 6= 0. By Theorem 1 no of the matrices M−1B−1M δA with M ∈ Γ0 has an
eigenvalue 1. Hence BM(I−M−1B−1M δA) = BM−M δA = (B−M δAM−1)M =
B[(I −B−1M δAM−1)M ], and the last claim of the Theorem follows.
3. Applications
In this Section we give concrete examples for matrices A,B ∈ GL(n,K), groups
Γ0 and endomorphisms δ : Γ0 → Γ0 such that the loop LΞ = LA,B,Γ0,δ exists. To
archieve this goal we have in particular to show that no matrix M−1B−1M δA has
an eigenvalue 1 for all M ∈ Γ0.
3.1 Let K be a commutative field and let Γ0 be a subgroup of GL(n,K).
a) We assume that the group Γ0 is not commutative and that δ is the inner
automorphism X 7→ C−1XC of Γ0 different from the identity. We choose A = C−1
and B ∈ GL(n,K) such that B−1C−1 does not centralize Γ0 and has no eigenvalue
1. Then the loop LA,B,Γ0,δ is a proper loop. But because of M
δC−1M−1C = I for
all M ∈ Γ0 this loop has no geometric realization in sense of Theorem 3.
b) We suppose that δ is the identity, the matrix A centralizes Γ0 but the matrix
B does not centralize Γ0. If B
−1A has no eigenvalue 1 then the eigenvalues of the
matrices M−1B−1AM are also different from 1 for all M ∈ Γ0. Hence the proper
loop LA,B,Γ0,id exists.
c) Let Pm be an (m×m)-matrix and let Qn−m be an (n−m×n−m)-matrix. We de-
note by Pm⊕Qn−m the matrix
(
Pm 0
0 Qn−m
)
. Let A = diag(a, · · · , a)⊕A′ with
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diag(a, · · · , a) ∈ GL(m,K) and A′ ∈ GL(n −m,K), let B = B′ ⊕ diag(b, · · · , b)
with diag(b, · · · , b) ∈ GL(n − m,K) and B′ ∈ GL(m,K). Let Γ̂0 6= I be a sub-
group of GL(m,K) and Γ0 = {M ⊕ In−m;M ∈ Γ̂0}, where In−m is the identity of
GL(n −m,K). If δ is the identity the loop LA,B,Γ0,id exists if and only if A′ has
no eigenvalue b, the matrix B′ has no eigenvalue a and a 6= b holds. Futhermore,
LA,B,Γ0,id is a proper loop if B
′−1 does not centralize Γ̂0.
The loops LA,B,Γ0,id treated in b) and c) have no geometric realizations in sense
of Theorem 3 since A centralizes Γ0.
3.2 Let K be a commutative field. Let Γ0 be a non-abelian subgroup of the group
of upper triagonal matrices whose entries are elements of K. Let χi, i = 1, · · · , n,
be the map which assigns to the matrix M = (mij) the element mii. Then χi
is a homomorphism from Γ0 into the multiplicative group K
∗ of K. Let δ = 0
be the endomorphism which maps Γ0 onto I. If B
−1A = diag (t1, t2, · · · , tn)
such that Φi = {χi(M); M ∈ Γ0} is a proper subgroup of K∗ and ti 6∈ Φi for
i = 1, · · · , n, then LA,B,Γ0,0 is a proper loop and has a geometric realization on
the set {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ} (Theorem 3 and Lemma 2).
3.3 Let Γ0 be the group SU2(C) =
{(
z w
−w¯ z¯
)
; z, w ∈ C, zz¯ + ww¯ = 1
}
. Every
element of Γ0 has eigenvalues {eiΘ, e−iΘ} with 0 ≤ Θ < 2π. Let δ be the inner
automorphismX 7→ C−1XC of Γ0, let A and B be elements of Γ0. We assume that
B−1C−1 has an eigenvalue eiΘ1 and CA has an eigenvalue eiΘ2 with 0 < Θi, i =
1, 2, Θ1 > Θ2 and Θ1+Θ2 ≤ π. Since for any M ∈ Γ0 the matrix M−1B−1C−1M
has an eigenvalue eiΘ1 we have (see [8], Prop. 3.1, p. 601) the inequalities
cos(Θ1 +Θ2) ≤ cosΘ3 ≤ cos(Θ1 −Θ2),
where eiΘ3 is an eigenvalue of the matrix [M−1B−1C−1M ]CA. It follows that no
matrix [M−1B−1C−1M ]CA has the eigenvalue 1 and the differentiable proper loop
LA,B,Γ0,δ exists. Since −I is contained in the centre of SU2(C) the loop LA,B,Γ0,δ
has no geometric realization.
3.4 (i) Let Γ0 6= I be a compact subgroup of GL(n,R).
(ii) Let K be a commutative field with an exponential (ultrametric) valuation
v : K → R ∪ {∞} (cf. [5], p. 20, [10], p. 65) and let A be the corresponding
valuation ring. The field K is a topological field with respect to v ([5], p. 2) and
GL(n,K) carries the topology induced by the topology of K. Let M be a matrix
which topologically generates a compact subgroup Υ of GL(n,K). The matrix
M is conjugate to an upper triangular matrix in GL(n,L), where L is a finite
algebraic extension of K. Let vˆ be an extension of the valuation of K to L and
let Aˆ be the corresponding valuation ring. Assume that λ 6= 0 is an eigenvalue
of M . Since Υ is compact there exist natural numbers ni with lim
i→∞
ni = ∞ such
that Mni converges to S. The matrix S has lim
i→∞
λni as an eigenvalue. Because
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of vˆ( lim
i→∞
λni) = lim
i→∞
vˆ(λni) = vˆ(λ) lim
i→∞
ni and vˆ(x) = ∞ if and only if x = 0 it
follows that vˆ(λ) = 0. This means that λ is a unit in the valuation ring Aˆ.
Let Γ0 6= I be a closed subgroup of the group GL(n,A). According to [10], p.
104, the group GL(n,A) is compact and hence Γ0 is also compact.
Let A = diag(a, · · · , a) and B = diag(b, · · · , b) be diagonal matrices in the centre
of GL(n,F). If F is the field of real numbers then we suppose that |b−1a| 6= 1. If F
has an exponential valuation then we assume that v(ab−1) 6= 0. Then any matrix
M−1B−1M δA =M−1M δB−1A with M ∈ Γ0 has no eigenvalue 1 (cf. [12], p. 288
and Satz 8, p. 196).
If δ is not the identity then LA,B,Γ0,δ is a proper loop. It has a geometric
realization if and only ifM δ 6=M for allM ∈ Γ0\{I}. This is for instance the case
if there exists a natural number k such that δk = 0. (If for a matrix I 6= M ∈ Γ0
one has M δ
k
= I then M δ 6= M .) Let Γ0 = H1 ×H2 × · · · ×Hk ≤ GL(n,F) such
that Hi is isomorphic to the same compact Lie group, respectively closed subgroup
of GL(n,A) for i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. Then δ : (x1, · · · , xk) 7→ (1, x1, · · · , xk−1) is an
endomorphism of Γ0 and δ
k = 0.
3.5 (i) Let K be a commutative field and let F be a subfield of K. Moreover, let
Γ0 =
{
M =
(
m11 m12
m21 m22
)
; det(M) = 1
}
be the group SL(2,F). We assume that δ is the identity.
Let B =
(
1 −t
0 1
)
and A =
(
a 0
c a
)
be matrices with t, c ∈ F such that ct is
a square in F and a ∈ K\F. The trace t(SM ) of the matrix SM = M−1B−1MA,
where M ∈ Γ0, has the value ctm222 + 2a = λ1 + λ2, where λi, i = 1, 2, are
the eigenvalues of SM . If λ1 = 1 then det(SM ) = a
2 = λ2 and the equation
a2 − 2a+ 1− ctm222 = 0 yields that a = 1±m22
√
ct ∈ F, which is a contradiction.
Hence the matrix SM has no eigenvalue 1 for all M ∈ SL(2,F).
(ii) Let K be a formally real field (i.e. the sums of squares are squares in K, but
−1 is not a square in K) and let Γ0 be the group SL(2,K). Moreover, let B =(
a −b
b a
)
and A =
(
1 t
0 1
)
be matrices in SL(2,K) such that 1−a is a square
but −tb is not a square in K. The trace t(SM ) of the matrix SM = M−1B−1MA
has the value −tb(m211 +m212) + 2a. As 2(1 − a) is a square, but −tb(m211 +m212)
is not a square we have −tb(m211 +m212) 6= 2(1 − a) for all M ∈ SL(2,K).
Any loop LA,B,Γ0,id of (i) as well as of (ii) is a proper loop because the condition
(II) in Theorem 1 is not satisfied. But it has no geometric realization since
−I ∈ Γ0.
3.6 Let K be a commutative field and let Γ0 be the group{
M := g(m,n) =
(
m n
0 m−1
)
; n ∈ K,m ∈ Ω,
}
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where Ω is a subgroup of K∗ which does not contain −1 6= 1. (If the characteristic
of K is 2 then we may take Ω = K∗.) Let δ be the mapping g(m,n) 7→ g(m,dn)
with d ∈ K. If d 6= 0 then δ is an automorphism of Γ0, if d = 0 then δ is a
proper endomorphism of Γ0. Let B =
(
a−1 −b
0 a
)
and A =
(
r s
0 r−1
)
be
matrices in SL(2,K). We assume that ar 6= 1. The trace t(SM ) of the matrix
SM =M
−1B−1M δA has the value ar+ a−1r−1. Hence t(SM ) 6= 2 for all M ∈ Γ0.
The loop LA,B,Γ0,δ is a proper loop if and only if a
2d 6= 1 or b 6= 0 because
of the condition (II) in Theorem 1. Moreover, it has a geometric realization
on the set {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ} if and only if M δA 6= AM for all M ∈ Γ0\{I} or
0 6= sr(1−m2)+nm(r2− d) for all (m,n) 6= (1, 0) and m 6= 0. This is for instance
the case if r2 = d and s 6= 0.
3.7 Let Γ0 be the group of matrices M := g(m) =
(
m 0
0 m−1
)
, 0 < m ∈ R, and
let δ be the automorphism g(m) 7→ g(mc) with 0 6= c ∈ R. Let B−1 =
(
k l
n s
)
and A =
(
p q
r v
)
be matrices of SL(2,R). For the trace t(SM ) of the matrix
SM = M
−1B−1M δA one has d(mc−1 +m−(c−1)) + lrm−(c+1) + nqm(c+1), where
d := kp = sv. If d > 1, lr ≥ 0 and nq ≥ 0 or d < −1, lr ≤ 0 and nq ≤ 0 then
t(SM ) 6= 2 for all M ∈ Γ0 and SM has no eigenvalue 1.
For c 6= 1 the loop LA,B,Γ0,δ is always a proper loop which has a geometric
realization on the set {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ}. If c = 1 then the loop LA,B,Γ0,δ is a proper
loop if and only if l 6= 0 or n 6= 0 and has a geometric realization precisely if q 6= 0
or r 6= 0 (cf. condition (II) in Theorem 1 and Lemma 2).
3.8 Let Γ0 be the group consisting of the matrices
M := g(ϕ) =
(
cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ
)
, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π),
and let δ be the mapping g(ϕ) 7→ g(nϕ) with n ∈ Z. If n 6∈ {−1, 1} then δ is a
proper endomorphism of Γ0, if n ∈ {−1, 1} then δ is an automorphism of Γ0. Let
B−1 =
(
a b
c −a
)
, a, b, c ∈ R, −a2 − bc = 1, and let A =
(
1√
2
1√
2
− 1√
2
1√
2
)
. If
b > 0, c < 0 and −√2 < c− b < 0 then for the trace t(SM ) of SM =M−1B−1M δA
one has
t(SM ) =
c− b√
2
[cos ((n− 1)ϕ) + sin ((n− 1)ϕ)] < 2(b− c)√
2
< 2.
Hence the eigenvalues of SM for all M ∈ Γ0 are different from 1.
Any loop LA,B,Γ0,δ is a proper loop since the condition (II) in Theorem 1 is
not satisfied. Moreover, it has a geometric realization on the set {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ}
precisely if M δA 6= AM for all M ∈ Γ0\{I}. This is the case if and only if n 6= 1.
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3.9 Let a, b be elements of the multiplicative group K∗ of a commutative field K.
A proper loop La,b,Γ0,δ exists if one of the following conditions holds:
a) Γ0 6= 1 is a proper subgroup of K∗, the endomorphism δ is fixed point-free
(i.e. xδ 6= x for all x ∈ Γ0\{1}) and b−1a /∈ Γ0. This is for instance the case if
Γ0 does not contain −1 6= 1 and δ is the automorphism x 7→ x−1. If K has the
characteristic 2 then any proper subgroup of K∗ is suitable as Γ0.
b) K = R, Γ0 is the multiplicative group R
∗, b−1a < 0 and δ : x 7→ x2k+1 for
an integer k 6= 0.
c) K = C and Γ0 is the multiplicative group C
∗. If b−1a is a real number then
let δ be the endomorphism reit 7→ re−it. If b−1a is not real then let δ be the
endomorphism reit 7→ r−1eit.
The loop La,b,Γ0,δ has a geometric realization on the set {ϕ(QA); ϕ ∈ Γ} in
the case (a), but no geometric realization in the cases (b) or (c).
4. Groups generated by right translations
Let LΞ be a loop realized on the semidirect product K
n
⋊ Γ0 and let ϕ be the
epimorphism LΞ → Γ0 mapping (u,M) onto M . If ̺a is a right translation of LΞ
then ̺ϕ(a) denotes the corresponding right translation of Γ0 by ϕ(a). Because of
̺ϕ(ab) = ̺ϕ(a)ϕ(b) = ̺ϕ(a)̺ϕ(b), there is an epimorphism ω from the group Σ gener-
ated by the right translations of LΞ onto Γ0, such that ̺(u,M) = ̺M . The kernel N
of ω consists of all elements of Σ which leave any subset PM = {(u,M); u ∈ Kn}
invariant. Since Σ acts sharply transitively on the set {PM ; M ∈ Γ0} the group
Σ is a semidirect product N ⋊ Γ0 of N by Γ0.
If K = R then Σ is a smooth group and the manifold PM is diffeomorphic to R
n.
Proposition 4. The group Σ topologically generated by all right translations of the
proper smooth loop LΞ is a smooth group which contains an infinite dimensional
abelian subgroup D. The subgroup D leaves any manifold PM invariant.
Proof. The right translation of LΞ by (u2,M2) is the smooth map
̺(u2,M2) : (u1,M1) 7→ (u1 + uψ2 ,M1M2),
where ψ : Rn → Rn is the linear map defined by (I) in Theorem 1. Hence Σ
contains the subgroup S = {̺(u,I); u ∈ Rn} of the mappings
̺(u,I) : (u1,M1) 7→ (u1 + [B −M δ1AM−11 ]−1M δ1 (B −A)u,M1).
The group S, which is contained in the normal subgroup N of Σ, is diffeomorphic
to Rn. The conjugate subgroup
ΣM = ̺
−1
(0,M)S̺(0,M) = ̺(0,M−1)S̺(0,M)
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consists of the mappings
(u1,M1) 7→ (u1 + [B − (M1M)δA(M1M)−1]−1(M1M)δ(B −A)u,M1).
The set of subgroups ΣM ,M ∈ Γ0, generates in the group Σ an abelian subgroup
D, which is a real vector space contained in N . We assume that D has finite
dimension. Let 0 6= u ∈ Rn be a fixed vector. Then there exist elements
([B − (M1M (i))δA(M1M (i))−1]−1(M1M (i))δ(B −A)u,M1), i = 1, · · · ,m,
such that from matrix equation
(6)
m∑
i=1
νi[B − (M (i))δA(M (i))−1]−1(M (i))δ = 0, νi ∈ R,
it follows νi = 0 for all i = 1, · · · ,m,. Moreover, for any M∗ ∈ Γ0 there are real
numbers λi, i = 1, · · · ,m, satisfying the identity
(7)
m∑
i=1
λi[B − (M1M (i))δA(M1M (i))−1]−1(M1M (i))δ =
[B − (M1M∗)δA(M1M∗)−1]−1(M1M∗)δ
for all M1 ∈ Γ0. For M∗ ∈ {M−11 , I,M1} the equation (7) yields
(B −A)−1 =
m∑
i=1
λi[B − (M1M (i))δA(M1M (i))−1]−1(M1M (i))δ
[B −M δ1AM−11 ]−1M δ1 =
m∑
i=1
µi[B − (M1M (i))δA(M1M (i))−1]−1(M1M (i))δ
and
[B −M2δ1 AM−21 ]−1M2δ1 =
m∑
i=1
νi[B − (M1M (i))δA(M1M (i))−1]−1(M1M (i))δ
for suitable λi, µi, νi ∈ R. Putting in these equations M1 = I and using (6) we
obtain λi = µi = νi for all i = 1, · · · ,m, and
(B −A)−1 = [B −M δ1AM−11 ]−1M δ1 = [B −M2δ1 AM−21 ]−1M2δ1 .
For δ = 0 one has (B − A)−1 = [B − AM−11 ]−1 or (B − A) = [B − AM−11 ] which
gives the contradiction 0 = A(I −M−11 ) for all M1 ∈ Γ0.
If δ 6= 0 then we obtain [B −M δ1AM−11 ]−1M δ1 = [B −M2δ1 AM−21 ]−1M2δ1 or
(I − M−2δ1 )B = A(I − M−11 ). Hence M δ1 = M2δ1 for all M1 ∈ Γ0 which is a
contradiction.
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5. The Akivis algebra of the smooth loop LA,B,Γ0,δ
Let Γ0 be a Lie subgroup of positive dimension in GL(n,R). Then the Akivis
algebra aLΞ = (aLΞ , [., .], 〈., ., .〉) of a smooth loop LΞ = LA,B,Γ0,δ can be obtained
in the following way. Let expm be the exponential image of the element m in the
Lie algebra m of Γ0. Let
Ci,j = (xi, expmi) ∗ (xj , expmj) =(
xi + (B − (expmi expmj)δA(expmi expmj)−1)−1
(expmi)
δ(B − (expmj)δA(expmj)−1)xj, expmi expmj
)
,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2}. One has
C1,2/C2,1 =
(
I − [B − (expm1 expm2)δA(expm1 expm2)−1]−1
(expm1 expm2 expm1
−1)δ(B − expm1δA expm1−1)
)
x1+
[B − (expm1 expm2)δA(expm1 expm2)−1]−1
{expm1δ(B − expm2δA expm2−1)− (expm1 expm2 expm1−1 expm2−1)δ
(B−(expm2 expm1)δA(expm2 expm1)−1)}x2, expm1 expm2 expm1−1 expm2−1
)
.
Let
D1 =
(
(x1, expm1) ∗ (x2, expm2)
) ∗ (x3, expm3) = (x1+
[B−(expm1 expm2)δA(expm1 expm2)−1]−1 expm1δ(B−expm2δA expm2−1)x2 +
[B − (expm1 expm2 expm3)δA(expm1 expm2 expm3)−1]−1
(expm1 expm2)
δ(B − expm3δA(expm3)−1)x3, expm1 expm2 expm3)
and
D2 = (x1, expm1) ∗
(
(x2, expm2)) ∗ (x3, expm3)
)
=
(x1 + [B − (expm1 expm2 expm3)δA(expm1 expm2 expm3)−1]−1
expm1
δ(B − (expm2 expm3)δA(expm2 expm3)−1)x2 +
[B − (expm1 expm2 expm3)δA(expm1 expm2 expm3)−1]−1(expm1 expm2)δ
(B − expm3δA(expm3)−1)x3, expm1 expm2 expm3).
Then one has
D1/D2 =(
[B−(expm1 expm2)δA(expm1 expm2)−1]−1 expm1δ(B−expm2δA expm2−1)x2−
[B − (expm1 expm2 expm3)δA(expm1 expm2 expm3)−1]−1 expm1δ
(B − (expm2 expm3)δA(expm2 expm3)−1)x2, I).
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To obtain the binary, respectively the ternary operation of the Akivis algebra aLΞ ,
which is realized on the vector space Rn⊕m, we replace in C1,2/C2,1, respectively
in D1/D2 the elements expmk, k = 1, 2, by one parameter subgroups exp tmk, the
elements xk by one parameter subgroups txk and form the following limits:
lim
t→0
1
t2
(C1,2(t)/C2,1(t)) =: [(x1,m1), (x2,m2)],
lim
t→0
1
t3
(D1(t)/D2(t)) =: 〈(x1,m1), (x2,m2), (x3,m3)〉
(cf. [7], Prop. 3.3, p. 323). Using often the fact
d
dt
(F (t))−1 = −(F (t))−1 d
dt
(F (t))(F (t))−1
we obtain by straightforward calculation that
(8) [(x1,m1), (x2,m2)] =(
(B −A)−1{(mδ˜1B −Am1)x2 + (Am2 −mδ˜2B)x1}, [m1,m2]
)
,
as well as
〈(x1,m1), (x2,m2), (x3,m3)〉 =(
(B −A)−1{(mδ˜3A−Am3)(B −A)−1(Am1 −mδ˜1B)− (mδ˜3Am1 −Am3m1)}x2, 0),
where in both cases δ˜ is the endomorphism of m corresponding to δ.
A straightforward but tedious calculation shows that for the Akivis algebra
aLΞ the left as well as the right side of the Akivis identity equals to
(9)
(
(B −A)−1{(mδ˜2A−Am2)(B −A)−1[Am3 −mδ˜3B]+
(Am3−mδ˜3A)(B−A)−1[Am2−mδ˜2B
]
+(mδ˜2Am3−mδ˜3Am2−Am2m3+Am3m2)
}
x1+
(B −A)−1{(mδ˜3A−Am3)(B −A)−1[Am1 −mδ˜1B]+
(Am1−mδ˜1A)(B−A)−1[Am3−mδ˜3B
]
+(mδ˜3Am1−mδ˜1Am3−Am3m1+Am1m3)
}
x2+
(B −A)−1{(mδ˜1A−Am1)(B −A)−1[Am2 −mδ˜2B]+
(Am2−mδ˜2A)(B−A)−1[Am1−mδ˜1B
]
+(mδ˜1Am2−mδ˜2Am1−Am1m2+Am2m1)
}
x3, 0
)
.
If the loop LΞ is a group then the Akivis algebra aLΞ is a Lie algebra. The
derivation of the condition (II) in Theorem 1 yields mδ˜B = Bm for all m ∈ m.
Putting this in (8) we obtain for the multiplication in the Lie algebra aLΞ the rule
[(x1,m1), (x2,m2)] = (m1x2 −m2x1, [m1,m2]).
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The mapping γ : (x,m) 7→ m : Rn × m → m is an endomorphism from the Akivis
algebra aLΞ onto the Lie algebra m since[
(x1,m1), (x2,m2)
]γ
= [m1,m2] =
[
(x1,m1)
γ , (x2,m2)
γ
]
and in m the Jacobi identity holds. Hence we have the following
Proposition 5. The Akivis algebra aLΞ of the loop LΞ = LA,B,Γ0,δ is a semidirect
product Rn ⋊ m of the commutative Lie algebra Rn by the Lie algebra m of the
group Γ0.
Let La,b,R∗,δ be a proper loop constructed in 3.9 b) of Section 3. Then the map
δ˜ : R→ R corresponding to δ is the automorphism x 7→ (2k+ 1)x with k 6= 0. We
have
[(x1,m1), (x2,m2)] =
(
[(2k + 1)b− a](b− a)−1(m1x2 −m2x1), 0
)
and
〈(x1,m1), (x2,m2), (x3,m3)〉 =
(− 4k2ba(b− a)−2m1m3x2, 0).
Using these expressions we see that both sides (9) of the Akivis identity are equal
to (0, 0).
These examples show that there are proper non-connected smooth loops LΞ of
positive dimension having Lie algebras as their Akivis algebras.
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